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Measuring Up ... to reach the standard, to be measured by, to
fulfil the criteria ... ‘to tick the boxes’ ... or to ‘measure up’ and
thereby to excel and surprise.

There seems to be a paradox at the heart of  any system that
seeks to measure creativity ... an almost intractable problem,
especially outside of  the field of  expertise, as to how anything so
apparently subjective could be measured at all.

The Fine Art European Forum, the body that strives to establish
a framework for fine art education is itself  called Paradox(!) and
reflects the, at times, awkward relationship between the local and
the global; between the micro and the macro. How to measure
up? How to be measured?

For Protagoras ‘man was the measure of  all things’ and as such
brought relativism into judgement and, for Plato between
individuals’ ‘truth’ against any notion of  ‘absolute truth’.

For Vitruvius, the ideal proportions of  man was ‘the measure of
all things’ in the architecture of  the Classical world and Da Vinci’s
famous drawing (Proportions of  Man) shows the complex
relationship between man as the principal proportion for both
architecture and the workings of  the cosmos.

“The circle represented the cosmic and
the divine; the square represented the
earthly and the secular.”
New York times  www.nytimes.com. (accessed march 2016)

‘

MEASURING UP
Squaring the Circle’ so to speak, to resolve the paradox between
different areas and spaces; man as the ideal measure, and man
as the relative measure and arbiter of  judgement.

There is a ‘rule of  thumb’ in measured drawing, a method of
rendering proportion accurately from what we see to how we
depict it. To judge the proportion, the placing, the context and
to verify that it is ‘just-so’ to ensure that we have ‘measured up’
to the world.

There has been a good deal of  measuring amongst the team
in the build up to the degree show! Everything gets scrutinised
in the last push towards completion. Plumb-lines, tape
measures, laser beams, rulers, set squares, area division,
angles, surfaces, costings, and tempers! It all takes a lot of
consideration and energy and a sense of  proportion to get
the relative chaos and ‘factory’ of  the working studio into the
ideal space of  an exhibition. It all works beautifully and, like
all hard won outcomes, seems effortlessly achieved. And
before the set up for the show all the work has been through
innumerable measures to take, to make, to construct and
assemble it ‘just-so’.

The measurements that underpin the value and quality of  the
work produced by these emerging artists involves a range of
competences and knowledge that includes visual and critical skills,
intellectual skills and attributes, cognitive skills, research skills,
analysis, evaluation, problem solving, and transferable
professional skills. All of  these are indivisible measures against
which the work is judged and which are on show in all the work
that goes into making it, in order to make it ‘just-so’.

But to ‘measure up’ is too limited an expectation for what these
artists have achieved. It is clear in all their work that for them
‘measuring up’ is really much more about a ‘squaring up to’, a
challenging approach that asserts their difference to go beyond any
notion of  pre- set ‘norms’ or standard and to re-calibrate the
‘mean’ measure so as to achieve at the highest level  through
creativity and commitment.

These artists have produced outstanding work. The rich mix of
approaches, materials, methods and concepts provides a visually
arresting show. Each individual reveals the professionalism in
their practice and a confidence in their abilities to move out into
the wider culture and social context with the certainty that they
more than measure up to the challenges that the world will
present to them.

On behalf  of  my colleagues within the fine art team I would like
to congratulate all of  the finalists and wish them well in their
futures. They certainly did more than tick the boxes!

Steve McDade
Head of Department of Fine Art 

The Vitruvian Man: Canon of Properties or Proportions of Man, Leonardo da
Vinci, Gallerie dell’Accademia in Venice, Italy. Courtesy of the Ministry for
the Public Good and Cultural Activities
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The Artists
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PATRICK BROWN

I use my own photos of  urban areas, looking up at the tall overbearing buildings that that over shadow you as you walk past. I redraw
and paint these in bright colours and using simple forms to change the way we see them and understand how they make us feel. 
Email: eldar.93@outlook.com

MATTHEW BARON

The work I have produced this year has revolved around the idea of the ambiguity in a painting and how it can be seen as both a depiction of
something else and an object in its own right. To explore this I have used acrylic and oil paint on canvas. Email: matt-mgb@hotmail.co.uk
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HEATHER BURROWS

Using my own photography as a source I explore the female form and the many confines and restrictions that come with our gender. By underlying
my images with pattern and text I apply my pro-feminist attitude in a style influenced by Barbra Kruger. Email: heatherburrows95@hotmail.co.uk

EMILY BUCKINGHAM

Exploring notions of memory and loss, my work combines the use of dissolvable fabric with thread to illustrate the fragility and impermanence
of our memories. Email: emilylou.buck@gmail.com
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CELIA DARBYSHIRE

The stereotypical knitter is a grandmother; my work exploits that stereotype to explore ideas about life and ageing. Starting from the fingers,
the gloves are knitted downwards. Mistakes are made, distortions appear, patterns become increasingly random or disappear, the fabric
becomes damaged, stained or distressed. When the wool runs out the glove is finished. Email: celia.darbyshire@gmail.com,
www.celiadarbyshire.wordpress.com

ELOISE DAVIES

I am inspired by the graphic historical imagery used in the occult and satanic ceremonies. In modern times the work of Tracey Emin, for instance,
might also be considered shocking. My work explores area that might be thought ‘taboo’, utilising a style that is both bold and graphically direct.
Email: eloisedavies@rocketmail.com
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CHLOE DUDMAN

The six meter knitted works are made both in response to, and to alleviate, the anxiety attacks I suffer from. The repetition of knitting on oversized
handmade needles produces large open nets which are stretched and set in paint that both conceals and celebrates the yarn and the structure of
knitting. Email: chloe.dudman@yahoo.com

GOKTURK DEMIR

I deal with what it means to be human. I form juxtapositions between material and subject that present acts of loss as dark beauty. I work 
with memory and identity to form an elegy, re-creating happenings seen on social media that focus on the uncanny whilst attempting to find 
some truth. Email: gokturk_dmr@hotmail.co.uk, www.gokturkdemir.com
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SAMUEL EDMONDS 

My work is based on different peoples’ memories. I take photographs to best represent particular memories, I then use  oil paint to create 
a series of paintings that can be arranged to look like a page from a comic book.. Email: samedmonds2k8@hotmail.com,
www.facebook.com/SamEdmondsArt

GEORGIA DURRANT

My work explores the themes of loneliness, isolation and depression. Each of my images is a photograph that has been digitally layered with
drawn additions that highlight and negate a person’s emotions. The digitally drawn person over the original image gives the figure a greater sense
of isolation and loneliness. Email: Gd.1509@hotmail.com
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YSABEL GARCIA-BETTERIDGE

I work in a variety of materials, exploring fabrication, clay modelling and casting with a range of finishes.  I aim to capture the diversity of emotion,
expression and movement within the human form and am inspired by the expressive figurative works of Auguste Rodin, Matteo Pugliese and
Javier Marín. Email: ysabel.gb@btinternet.com

CHLOE FARRANT

How do we feel when we walk amongst nature in the midst of an urban environment? Inspired by the local flora of Chichester’s gardens 
and parks, these prints are filled with motifs evolved from plants found on walks around the city, and from close inspection of works by 
William Morris. Email: chloe.farrant1@yahoo.co.uk, www.chloefarrant.com
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ELIZABETH HOMER 

My artwork is inspired by shapes and interesting features taken from memories and the many photos that I take of the world around me. 
Colour is also an important choice for me; I like my work to be bold, colourful and somewhat chaotic. Email: lizerbeth@hotmail.co.uk

CATHERINE GRAY

I use tapestry weaving to represent ideas of transition and the passing of time. I distort photographs by pixelating them into simple squares, I then
weave from these photographs focusing on the subtle changes of colour. I am fascinated with the grid structure and time consuming nature of
the process. Email: cjgray18@hotmail.com
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MATTHEW LINDSAY 

My work focuses on the concept of Human shelter, as well as the transition between 2D mark-making and 3D structural forms; I investigate
internal and external spaces through the use of architecturally based mediums such as sculpture, installation and illustration.
Email: Matt-lindsay@outlook.com, www.studiomattlindsay.com

COURTENAY JONES

Influenced by microscopic imagery of cells, my work consists of dying cotton fabric using different Shibori techniques. I like to process the material
multiple times in order to gain the desired look, using either alternative coloured dye or bleach. The effects that are produced on the fabric are
carefully selected in the tying process. Email: courtenay4@msn.com
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EMMA MARTIN 

My paintings set up unresolved narratives; by studying my children I explore experiences that are at once new and autobiographical. There is also
a subtext; the story of painting. From the tracing of a lover's shadow to the notion of paintings as windows. From enlightenment to illumination,
it's all there with plenty of room for your own interpretation. Email: emmamartinfineart@gmail.com, www.emmamartin.co.uk

KAREN LINTOTT

I manipulate photographs on computer to create vibrant abstract images that become ambiguous in the process. I then use textiles to make new
marks. I explore the relationship between materials, texture and colour, working instinctively to produce combinations that ‘zing’. Artists that
inspire include Dan Perfect, Barbara Rae and Wassily Kandinski. Email: lintottke@gmail.com, https://www.facebook.com/KarenLintottArtist/
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CHARLOTTE READ

Using the deep contrast between the light and dark areas, combined with the material quality of the rag paper, I am able to create a very 
intense visual effect in my charcoal drawings. Using only faces and hands as subjects, the work becomes familiar while still being difficult to read.
Email: cread10@hotmail.co.uk, www.facebook.com/charlottereadart

KANAIDA POVEY

My work explores the theory of time and its relationship with textiles. I am fascinated with taking a material, experimenting with it and 
manipulating it to create the finished effect that I desire. Most of my 'light bulb' moments come from this process of constantly making in 
the studio. Email: kanaidapovey@yahoo.co.uk
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WILLIAM SINGER 

My intention is to be constantly curious about creating new paintings while gathering knowledge and understanding about existing artworks. I try
to break down the simplicity of the head, understanding its language by adding shapes or by masking it with layers of paint. I want to give each
work a sense of presence that disguises its real absence. Email: Billy_2793@hotmail.co.uk

CONSUELO SIMPSON

‘Place’ is both subject and motivation.  Consuelo Simpson’s practice alludes to a sense of an intimately known place, and made objects invoke
change and renewal in the landscape, allowing echoes of the past and the future to animate the work. Email: simpson.consuelo@gmail.com,
www.consuelosimpson.com
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MADELAINE STACEY

Heavily influenced by film and set design I create miniature models of people – less spaces, and then photograph them as though they are life size
using lighting to create a dramatic atmosphere and using camera angles to create a narrative and position the audience as though they are exploring
the space for themselves. Email: maddiestacey@hotmail.com

GEORGE SPANSWICK

The process by which I create these portraits is key to the message that they convey; by being extremely selective in my mark marking, through
the use of a sharp razor wire blade and ink, I translate photographs of Syrian refugees into aggressive, dangerous and yet patient portraits.
Email: george.spanswick@gmail.com, www.georgespanswick-artist.co.uk
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JORDAN STONER

My intention is to create unique portraits that display strong uses of line work and earthy colours. I primarily use acrylic paint on primed canvas
of various sizes. Email: Jordanrstoner@yahoo.co.uk, www.flickr.com/photos/jordanstoner/

ELIZABETH STACK

I am interested in natural phenomena, from the commonplace to the more unusual, and how they impact on the environment. I use 
photography to capture the moment and large charcoal drawings to accentuate both the uniqueness and universality of each image.
Email: lizlstack@outlook.com
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ELEANOR HARWOOD-TODD

I approach my art as I would an essay on photography theory by breaking down the key elements of the work: process, influence and meaning.
I work with the themes, which excite me most in other artist’s work which often captures the dark and macabre of the human mind.
Email: eharwoodtodd95@gmail.com

KIM TALBOT

My work explores the traditional textile craft of cross stitch whilst taking on an autobiographical theme. Bold statements generate 
juxtapositions that help further its content. Each piece relates to personal emotions which I hope will be understood on a universal level.
Email: Kimberley_M_Talbot@yahoo.co.uk
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LAURA WILLIAMS

I aim to explore the use of colour, structure and lines by using tubular forms. Colour is always at the forefront of my mind when creating 
the installations as I want to provoke a personal emotional response in the viewer. I am influenced by artists Sheila Hicks and Ernesto Neto.
Email: laurawilliams.artist@gmail.com

KRISTA TORRENS

My practice is mainly process lead; I just use white paint to demonstrate simplicity. This has enabled me to explore the way paint can be used and
how it can express feeling and implosive movement. The artist ‘Robert Ryman’ has inspired me, particularly with his monochrome paintings.
Email: kristatorrens@hotmail.co.uk
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STUDY FINE ART
@ CHICHESTER
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The Fine Art Department here at Chichester is situated in the
dedicated artOne building comprising outstanding studio and
workshop facilities. It is an exciting place to study, providing a dynamic
and supportive learning environment for the production of original
new art work. 

BA and MA Fine Art - inclusive specialist and/or multidisciplinary
courses offering  a range of  skills, disciplines and aspirations. The
range of programmes and courses are focused on both practical and
intellectual skills to enable you to meet the challenges of  being a
contemporary artist in the 21st Century. Each of  the degrees
establishes a framework of professional artistic practice to equip you
with practical and transferable skills for you to operate effectively in
the professional world and to become confident in a wide number
of employment and self-employment opportunities or to progress
to advanced study. 

The academic and technical staff  of the department bring a range of
disciplines, research activity and skills to their teaching roles and, as
practicing artists, they bring up-to-date knowledge and expertise to
the studio, workshops, ‘crits’, lecture theatre presentations and
discussions.  The department provides the technical and theoretical
skills for the production and understanding of  art, alongside the
professional and key skills essential for employment. Our well-
equipped workshops and studios provide environments for you to
create experimental, inventive and ambitious work. 

Our undergraduate and postgraduate programmes are built around
the key areas of drawing, painting, printmaking, sculpture, textiles and

History of  Art. Each of  these disciplines is supported by technical
workshop provision to enable students to achieve the highest quality
art production. The range of degrees allows you to commit to one
of these discipline areas or to work across these areas.

Tutors will encourage you to develop an intellectual curiosity, and 
a sense of adventure, with an ability to deal with the unpredictable.

WHAT MAKES US DIFFERENT?
Fine Art is at the forefront of  cultural production, trailblazing new
territories for others to follow. You will become part of  this
momentum by entering the community of artists at Chichester, you
will be supported and encouraged to extend your work into new
creative areas and make new discoveries.

Centred firmly within current contemporary art practice, we
encourage you to become a confident artist through specialist or
multi-disciplinary studio work. We give you the freedom to explore
your ideas and to produce high quality artwork across a whole range
of materials and processes set against a growing understanding of
the work of  other artists and thinkers. Our approach is practice-as-
research, which can be seen as a bringing together of  all aspects of
art knowledge, skills and critical understanding to the investigation
of  materials, experimental approaches to processes and to the
construction of  new responses to the making of  art. The course is
both exciting and deeply rewarding and will take you deeper into
the subject that you already have a passion for. So, be prepared to
take some risks and to challenge your assumptions. And remember
also, that whatever you make has never existed before!

Studying Fine Art at the University of Chichester
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BA FINE ART (FHEQ LEVELS 4, 5 & 6)

The range of degrees within the department are:
•  BA (Hons) Fine Art 
•  BA (Hons) Painting and Drawing 
•  BA (Hons) Fine Art with Textiles 
•  BA (Hons) Fine Art with Sculpture 
•  BA (Hons) Fine Art with Printmaking
•  BA (Hons) History of Art and Fine Art (Theory and Practice)

BA (Hons) Fine Art can be taken as a Single Honours subject (100%)
or combined alongside another validated named route. The other
named routes are Single Honours programmes only.

Each of  the programmes is offered over three years for full-time
students and over a range of years for part-time students. Centred
firmly within leading edge contemporary art, we encourage students
to become confident practitioners through creative experimental
approaches within studio work.

What are the aims of the curriculum?

The programmes aim to support students to: 
•  Have gained a depth of knowledge, through critical engagement 
   with the techniques and processes associated with contemporary 
   fine art practice, to become thoughtful, creative and analytical 
   practitioners
•  Establish  personal approaches to contemporary practice    
•  Be able to apply key aspects and detailed knowledge to broad 
   professional frameworks and to changing circumstances within 
   local, national and international contexts
•  Be resourceful and entrepreneurial
•  Be able to enter the world of work and the wider community 
   with a full range of graduate key skills
•  Be prepared for advanced study and research

Some Fine Art degrees in the UK ask you to make choices based on
a single discipline or subject, but our degrees are inclusive, specialist
or multi-disciplinary offering you the chance to work across a breadth
of disciplines and specialisms.

The focus of the curriculum is on your practice and development of
studio disciplines, professional skills and the study of contemporary
and historical contexts. Three elements of  study form a cohesive
structure to the modules at levels four and five. These are Workshop,
Studio Practice and the History of Art /Critical & Contextual strands. 

These strands will equip you with skills and knowledge to progress
from level 4 to level 6 and to engage in prolonged and self-directed
development of  Fine Art practice leading to the final degree
exhibition. Embedded into your course of  study are the written 
and presentation aspects of your skills development. Together these
support your contextual research leading to the Dissertation or
Essay/Vocational and Professional Practice modules in level 6.

Employment
Each programme develops skills across many areas enabling you to
become resourceful, reflective learners, find creative solutions to new
problems, develop the ability to be self-disciplined and be able to
work independently and creatively. The programme provides ‘live’
work experience in real-world settings. In the second year of study
students have the opportunity to experience working in partnership
with one of a number of collaborators in the region, ie Pallant House
Gallery, The Novium Museum, Chichester Cathedral, St Richard’s
Hospital and local schools.



You can either specialise from the outset by following the named
specialist degrees (e.g. BA (Hons) Fine Art with Textiles, with
Sculpture, with Printmaking, or BA (Hons) Painting and Drawing) or
keep your options open.

History of Art and Fine Art (Theory and Practice)
This new and innovative programme brings together the study of the
History of Art and studio based Fine Art practice so that students
have a real opportunity to experience the creative relationship
between  scholarly research, theory and technically skilled workshop
and studio practice.

The History of  Art curriculum of  the programme is centred on
Modernism from 19th to late 20th century and is placed within
contemporary theory and the broader contexts of  art from pre-
renaissance to cutting edge contemporary art. The programme of
study will focus on The Pallant House Gallery and The Otter Gallery
collections both of which hold significant examples of British art of
the modernist period. the proximity of  London allows the rich
heritage of  galleries and museums to expand on research
opportunities and to see important historical and contemporary
artwork from around the world. 

Study trips
We offer the opportunity for all students to visit a major international
city at an affordable cost to study the museums, galleries and culture.
Recent cities have included Venice, New York, Barcelona and Madrid.
Trips to Museums and galleries in London and other urban centres
occur throughout the academic year.

The Otter Gallery
The Otter Gallery is the on campus public Gallery. A programme of
exhibitions  includes the work of established and emerging national
and international artists. The Gallery is also used to exhibit student
work and staff  work. The ‘Otter Collection’: an important collection
of British 20th century art which includes work by Henry Moore,

Patrick Heron and Stanley Spencer is at the centre of research activity
generated through the gallery.

Pallant House Gallery, Chichester
Students can take full use of  the research opportunities offered 
by the gallery. Pallant House Gallery is one of  England’s leading
galleries. It’s collection of  20th Century British art is a wonderful
resource for study.

Exchanges
Currently we offer student exchanges for selected Level 2 students
to go: Valance in South Eastern France, or Thomson Rivers University
in Western Canada.
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Student profile
“I would be lying if  I said the course is easy. It is the most challenging and
mind-boggling thing I have done to date, yet the most rewarding and
memorable time of  my life. The nurturing and encouraging previous years
of  my degree has enabled me to become the confident and skilled artist I
am today. At the beginning my skills were basic and limited. However due to
the course being very well structured with workshops, lectures, life drawing,
studio practice and tutorials; I have acquired the knowledge I need to carry
on my practice after my degree. The one-to-one time with the tutors is brilliant;
they have a genius way of  getting you to try things that you never thought
you would.” Charlotte Kimber, BA Fine Art, graduated 2015.

General approaches across the degrees
In level 4 students will initially be set a series of  drawing based and
research activities that will drive the students’ ideas towards a self-
directed practice, greater independence, and by levels 5 and 6 the
development of a distinctive, independent personal practice. We realise
that many art students want to develop their skills across a range of
disciplines whilst other students want to specialise on a single discipline.
Whichever path you choose, we will support you every step of  the
way to ensure that you fulfil your artistic potential.

Main studio and workshop skills and activities
•  Painting: Oil, acrylic, drawing, construction, mixed media.
•  Textiles: Constructed textiles, felt-making, embroidery, 
   papermaking, printed textiles, mixed media, installation
•  Sculpture: Wood, metal, casting, plaster, ceramics, found 
   materials, mixed media 
•  Installation: appropriated materials, site-based and 
   gallery-based work 
•  Printmaking: Etching, screen-printing, relief  printing, mono-print 
   and combined media
•  Drawing: Drawing is seen as an important element in the 
   development and realization of ideas and is the basis of the 
   initial studio work at level one
•  Digital Art: Digital photography, video, sound, installation
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MA FINE ART (FHEQ LEVEL 7)

The MA course is designed to support post graduate studies and to
enable individuals to strengthen their position as artist’s and makers.
The programme is characterised by the depth and focus of research
and with the increasing sophistication of a critical material practice.
The emphasis of  postgraduate research is on the intensity of
autonomous study, supported by rigorous debate and interaction
with staff, visiting artists and fellow students.

The programme is centred on the concept of ‘practice as research’;
this can be seen as bringing together of all aspects of art knowledge,
skills and critical understanding to the visual investigation of materials,
experimental approaches to processes and to the construction of
new responses to the making of art. The course aims to enable you
to achieve a critical reflective practice where studio work becomes
the testing ground of methods, genres, concepts and contexts . For
further information visit: www.chiuni.ac.uk/fineart/MaFineArt.cfm.

Duration of the MA course
•  Full time –12 months (September to September). 
•  Part time – 24 months (September to September)

Applications and entry requirements
We expect new MA Fine Art students to come with a good
understanding of  how they might fit within the broad context of
contemporary fine art practice, and show ability to work confidently
within this area. We welcome international applications and look
forward to working with artists from a variety of  nationalities,
backgrounds, and experiences.. For further information contact the
Route Leader, Dr. Shirley Chubb Tel: +44 (0)1243 816196 or 
Email: s.chubb@chi.ac.uk

STAFF & FACILITIES

The learning environment
All Single Honours and Major BA students and Full Time MA students
are allocated a personal studio base. All students also have access to
workshop areas and technical support in the following key disciplines:
Welding, casting, working in wood, carving, ceramic and plaster,
woven and printed textiles, feltmaking, embroidery, drawing, painting,
printmaking, digital photography and new media, video and sound.
Students have access to instruction and demonstrations in these key
disciplines throughout their study in a culture of  safe working and
professional practice.

Lecturing staff
The friendly team of staff  are active practising professional artists and
researchers who exhibit and publish their work. They have expertise
ranging across painting, sculpture, textiles, digital art, printmaking and
installation. 

Visiting artists
There is a programme of visiting lecturers who bring professional
contexts, specialist skills and practices (past visiting lectures listed at:
www.chiuni.ac.uk/fineart/FineArtAcademicStaff.cfm).

‘artOne’
•  Provides specialist workshop areas in:
   Textiles, Sculpture, Print making, Woodwork and Painting
•  Personal studio spaces - a massive open plan studio divided 
   up into studio spaces for each full-time single honours and 
   major student
•  A life drawing space
•  An art materials shop
•  A ‘Research Space/Gallery’
•  Installation space and a dark installation space for video 
   and projection
•  An outdoor sculpture working area

DIRECTORY OF STAFF

Course administrator
• Clare Hilton: Email c.hilton@chi.ac.uk

Academic staff and specialisms
•  Steve McDade - Head of Department of Fine Art
•  Victoria Brown - Textiles
•  Shirley Chubb - MA coordinator, print and mixed media
•  Rachel Johnston - Textiles, mixed media and external projects
•  Chris McHugh - Painting
•  Tim Sandys-Renton - Admissions tutor, sculpture and video

Associate lecturers
•  Elizabeth Colley - Painting, print making and drawing
•  Pete Codling - Sculpture and drawing
•  Mike Walker - History of art /contextual strand

Art technicians
• Di Hockin 
• Anne White
• Andrea Vassallo

Media technician
• Neil Bryant
• Marvin Belle

External examiner for BA
•  John France (Advanced Centre in Drawing. UWE Bristol)

External examiner for MA
•  Professor Naren Barfield (Pro Rector (Academic) RCA)

Visiting lecturers from 2015/16
•  Nick Bodimeade
•  Jonathan Kelham
•  Steven Follen
•  Christine Mills
•  Elpida Hadzi-Vasileva
•  Simon Burton
•  Catherine Baker
•  Michael Szpakowski

Visiting Alumni from 2015/16
•  Samuel Lloyd
•  Jeni Johnson
•  Stephanie Hobbs
•  Lauri Hopkins

Catalogue credits
•  Graphic Design: Graham Roy Donaldson



VISIT US
We hold many events throughout the year including:
• General open days
• Fine Art specific Open Days
• Fine Art Degree Show

Open Days are held throughout the academic year. You
may attend talks about the course structure, tours of the
workshops and studios in artOne, and you might also like
to book a portfolio advice and preparation session.
www.chi.ac.uk/department-fine-art.

FIND OUT MORE
For more information visit our website or contact 
Clarie Hilton, Fine Art Department Administrator.
•  Tel: 01243 816253
•  Email: c.hilton@chi.ac.uk
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Monday 5th – Sunday 11th September. 
Free entry. Venue artOne.

“With the support and guidance of  the fantastic tutors here, and in the first class
artOne studio, I feel that my practice is progressing further, sometimes in a way 
I had not thought possible. My comprehension of  contextual and theoretical art
is constantly being questioned, even requiring some unlearning in order to learn.
There is a demand for commitment, consistency, discipline and self-study. I am
and continuing to develop at Chichester and even in my personal life, in this short
time, I feel much more confident. It is only now I am beginning to understand the
importance and responsibility the role of  artist has to represent the modern age,
and how vital it is for my career to develop through my MA and beyond. Like any
artist, I’m not certain where I am heading off  to, there are no certainties, but 
I know that the University of  Chichester continues to push me to master my craft”.
Bradley Kenny, MA Fine Art.

“Looking back on my time at Chichester, when I started the MA I was very much
still a student. But through the courses challenging and enriching content, the MA
developed me into an artist. Since graduating I am now represented in London
and I have gone on to become a Lecturer”.
Dean Rossiter MA Fine Art.
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